Dear Parent,

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected all of us, and our students and employees continue to receive the best UC Santa Barbara education possible through online instruction and virtual research. I want to thank our staff for all their hard work in transitioning our campus community to remote instruction.

At this moment, we are offering only remote instruction for the rest of the Spring Quarter. Additionally, all on-campus research has been shut down. This is to prevent the next pandemic.

Graduate students investigate the inner workings of well-known infections to prevent the next pandemic. We appreciate all of your support as we work hard to ensure that our graduate students continue to receive the same great world class education that you are used to.

A Message from Dean Samenti

Sincerely,

Dr. Carol Genetti

Associate Vice Chancellor
Graduate Division

April 2020

FAQs

Virtual Gaucho Gallop

Wednesday, April 15

Maximize your job search.
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